I. INTRODUCTION progressive wave equation (PWE) . The number of operations required for the numerical solution of the PWE increases with DANGE-DEPENDENT propagation problems can be the frequency cubed. Thus, this model is best suited to handle rved efficiently with the parabolic equation (PE) low-frequency problems. method. It is most useful for low-frequency problems because the number of operations required for the numerical
I. DERIVATION OF THE PWE solution of the PE increases with the frequency squared for
We neglect attenuation for now and begin with the following two-dimensional problems. The PE method was first applied wave equation due to Bergmann [21] for thk. acoustic pressure to underwater acoustics by Tappert [1] , who also provided a P 1 a 2 p historical account of the PE method. For this application, the PTV ) _ ( ) PE method has been highly developed. In its present state, it [5] , where t is time, c is sound speed, and p is density. Azimuthal three-dimensional variations [61- [8] , and wide-angle propa-dependence is ignored, and cylindrical coordinates are used gation [91, [10] . The accuracy of the PE method has been with z being the depth below the ocean surface and r being demonstrated with many benchmark comparisons using nor-the horizontal distance from a point sound source at z = zo. mal mode and other results [11].
The dimensions of the independent variables have been rePulse propagation problems can be solved with frequency-moved using the factors co = c(zo), p0 = p(z 0 ), and the domain methods by solving for one frequency at a time and characteristic time scale r of the source function F(t). Cylinsumming the results. The PE method [121, [13] , the fast-field drical spreading applies for large r because the ocean acts program [14] , and the WKB method [15), [16] have been used as a waveguide. Thus, spreading can be handled by defining in this fashion. These approaches can probably be improved p = r 112 p. We let ro X-1, assume I 49/ar I ap/az 1, and substantially for broadband pulses by working in the time do-approximate (1) for r > ro by main because a significant ambunt of effort must be devoted to a 2 p I a ap + a 2 p I a 2 p managing the component frequencies and performing the sums
with the frequency-domain approach. Since range-dependent Following the approach used to derive the TDPE and the NPE, problems are frequently of interest, a time-domain approach weointhe apprnce use oing t ard at the ref analogous to the PE method would be very useful. Two such we introduce a reference frame moving outward at the referanalgou tothePE ethd wuld e vry sefl. wo uchence speed co with the new independent variable s = r -cot models exist, the nonlinear progressive wave equation (NPE) 
--t nored, and the loss operator is valid to leading order because
We assume u has compact support in s for all time and inte-it is correct in the limit 0 -0. Substituting (12) into (13) grate (6) with respect to s to obtain the PWE and interchanging the order of integration, we obtain
Let 17 The dependent variable p in (2) is replaced with U, which
is defined by In going from (15) to (16), we have used the identity
w/c) and U' is independent of E. Substituting (8) into (2) and retaining leading-order terms, we obtain the following PE, The limit in (16) 
In the absence of the other operators on the right-hand side 17Co s' t) -u(s, z, t) of (9), the loss operator -i 7 3koU acts over the range incre-+ -
3)
ds'. Galerkin's method with linear test functions is applied to dis-In this situation, energy flows from s = s,. to s = 0 due to cretize depth dependence. The depth grid points are defined by geometric dispersion. This physical consideration implies that zi = Az. The basis functions *j(z) vanish for I z -zi I > Az, (35) must be applied by sweeping from s = S,,.ax to s = 0, increase linearly from 0 to 1 over zi-1 < z < zi, and de-which results in the scheme crease from 1 to 0 over zi < z < zi+ 1 . 
P(z) Y p*,i(z).

(25) +B(9j +I,+I -u'j+ ,n + gj,,). (38)
The loss operator is defined by (14) as At -0. Thus, Galerkin's method discretizes depth dependence in (23) by (14) is used to solve (21). The CFL condition (22) 
I]
Ocean depth is 200 m for r < 4 km, linearly decreasing from j) 2 200 to 50mover4 km < r < 8 km, and 50m forr > 8 For i t-j, the terms in the sum are of order 6(i km. In the sediment, c = 1600 m/s, p = 1.5 g/cm 3 , and Thus, the sum may be truncated making the loss operator agation. Thus, the fronts that trail the leading front and have to s reflected from the ocean surface and bottom are composed This solution is valid for small r and e because refraction in of alternating solid and dashed contours. The signal is essenthe ocean is negligible over short ranges, and the propagating tially confined to r, which was assumed in the derivation of rays, which travel within the angle 4' from horizontal, do not the nfical ton. intersect the ocean bottom near the source. It breaks down the numerical solution. for large r because refraction in the ocean is significant over The leading front is accompanied below the interface by an large ranges, and propagating rays from the source eventually evanescent wave. This is analogous to the evanescent portions reflect from the ocean bottom.
of the normal modes for the time-harmonic problem. The reThe numerical method used to solve the PWE requires a flected fronts also exhibit this feature. The evanescent tails continuously differentiable source function with compact sup-penetrate deeper into the water for these fronts, which propaport. A source function that approximates a delta function gate at higher angles. In analogy, the length of the evanescent would be useful because it can be used to approximate the tails of the normal modes increase with propagation angle. In impulse response of the ocean. The Gaussian source function the upslope region, the evanescent tails grow extremely long G,(t) = exp [-(Vt) 2 j. which was used in [17], has these and energy penetrates into the sediment. This behavior is analproperties, ogous to the coupling of energy from the discrete spectrum Since the Gaussian source function approximates a delta into the continuous spectrum for the time-harmonic problem function, it is useful for convolution. A given source function as described in [5] . The tails begin to subside in length after may be approximated by the top of the slope is reached. A time-harmonic source with w = 100 s-1 is approxi-
mated by n provided P is sufficiently large. The coefficients a n are de-(n + Ir termined by requiring the approximation to be exact at the sin (wt) =1.267
points In, which do not necessarily correspond to the grid n points t, and may be spaced irregularly. This constraint gives the following system of equations:
The constants a" = 1.267 • (-1) n and tn = (n + )ir/w ,m+q were determined by taking q = I. It is evident from the time-harmonic response Pcw is approximated by The matrix corresponding to this system of equations is re-1) duced to the 2q + 1 diagonals centered about the main diagonal, where q is a small integer, due to the fact that G, (t) pcw(t) =_-1.267 (-i)2 (44) decays rapidly away from t = 0. In some situations, the n J approximation given by (41) might be more useful than the The author thanks G. A. Kriegsmann and E. L. Reiss for their suggestions in supervising this work, which was part of a thesis project at Northwestern University, and the reviewers for their helpful comments and for providing several references.
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